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N21 KIDS FALL / WINTER 2020
A super cool and sophisticated style for today’s little women and little men
For the Fall/Winter 2020 season N21 continues its partnership with Brave Kid to
offer a totally winsome wardrobe that captures the iconic urban elegance of the
brand designed by creative director Alessandro Dell’Acqua.
In sync with the “Mini Me” approach that’s a trademark of the N21 Kids
collection, themes and inspirations have direct links to the brand’s Transitional
and Pre-Fall lines. All for style-confident kids who want to stay in groovy step
with mom and dad.
Bonding super chic look with rebellious spirit, N21 girls add a touch of irreverent
sass in playing with fashion. Photographic images portraying the flawless
beauties of Swinging London days are printed on jersey miniskirts to sport with
little leather/patent leather bombers; the same images make a statement on Tshirts paired with stripe mohair maxi cardigans having a lived-in flair, for an easy
style that’s a nod to grunge. The rock ’n’ roll soul of these chic young fashion
sweethearts comes through in the bold zebra prints on shirts, little skirts and
warm hooded puffer jackets, as well as in the leopard pattern on an ultra-soft
faux fur and on a little fleece dress street-cool style. Irresistibly sweet is the
caramel apple motif that alternates between micro print for a soft little dress in
combo with maxi silver puffer, and macro print for a fluid minidress complete
with super feminine bow. While black patent leather or flocked pants are special
pieces to give everyday life a dynamic edge, exclusive sequin-rich designs are
very much fun party-girl ones. In a balancing act between ultra-feminine style
and strong urban attitude, accessories go from leopard pattern ballerinas to
velvet Billy sneaks, all the way to combat boots with smart brand logo or caramel
apple print lace overlay.
Biker dudes with hot babes feature in the photos on the front of the N21 boys
overdyed sweatshirts and tees. Faded effects serve to put a distinct grunge slant
on T-shirts, sweatshirts and jeans, present also in dark indigo tones. The N21
logo enhances bicolor sweatshirts, extra warm puffers in gorgeous bright, and
stripe tees in a sailor style that becomes all the sharper thanks to micro colorcontrast anchors on soft jacquard sweaters. Completing the look of these slick
young heartthrobs are both leather boots with patent leather trim and the
brand’s signature Billy sneakers.
Also, this winter season marks the debut of an activewear capsule where the
standout element is a graphic N21 logo that heightens the impact of maxi band
edging on super sporty items and of pocket detailing on color-block anoraks and
tees. Backpacks, sneakers and terry socks make the N21 Kids sports activities
extra exciting and cool.
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